The Islamic Studies MA program is hosted by the Middle East Institute (MEI) in collaboration with the Center for the Study of Muslim Societies (CSMS). MEI, founded in 1954, promotes the interdisciplinary study of the Middle East and North Africa together with associated regions of Central Asia, South and Southeast Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and related global communities. CSMS is a collective for new research, integrated, innovative teaching and public outreach on the study of Muslim societies worldwide that addresses majority and minority Muslim societies and their intersections with other religions, cultures, and secular outlooks.

Continuing its long-standing tradition of research in the study of Islam, Columbia University currently counts over eighty scholars concerning the various aspects of Muslim societies including those in the Middle East, Africa, South and Southeast Asia, Europe and the Americas.
All students begin with the core seminar, Foundation to Islamic Studies and the Study of Muslim Societies, providing a rigorous foundation in key concepts, theories, and debates in Islamic studies.

Students choose from a wide selection of classes taught by world-class faculty to build a coherent program of study tailored to their unique research interests. Relevant courses range from the classic areas of religion, law, literature, and history to inquiries of social scientists, feminist and gender research, media and film, and colonial and postcolonial studies.

Based on the exposure to critical scholarly approaches and training in research methodologies, students of both programs complete their degrees by writing a master’s thesis under the supervision of a faculty advisor.

Graduates are prepared for a wide range of careers in fields including academia, international development, journalism, law, and public service.

The Islamic Studies Master’s Program focuses on the critical academic study of Islamic religious and intellectual traditions and on the diverse regional histories, cultures, and social formations of Muslim communities around the world. Interdisciplinary in character, our innovative program draws on the range of area specializations, departments and schools represented at Columbia.

A unique partnership of two leading universities, the dual program is a 21st Century Muslim Cultures degree that will provide students with transdisciplinary frameworks and tools to understand Muslim cultures in a comparative and historical context. Students spend the first part of the program at Columbia University in New York, and part two at AKU-ISM in London, and receive degrees from both institutions.
CSMS and MEI develop and oversee a wide variety of scholarly events and programs such as book launches, film screenings, guest lectures, and research initiatives. Other offerings at these two centers include:

**Workshop Series**: Regular programming includes the Shari’a Workshop, Adab Colloquium, and Ifriqiyya Colloquium, each dedicated to the discussion and dissemination of new research.

**Fellowships**: Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowships are available along with other awards for incoming students. Travel grants for conferences are also available.

**Language Instruction**: Instruction is offered in Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Swahili and Urdu, among other languages. Students can also enroll in summer intensive programs at Columbia or abroad.

**The Islamic Studies Library**: Students gain access to Columbia’s large research collection of manuscripts and printed materials on Islamic Studies, in regional languages as well as in English and Western European languages.
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